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By: Teaching and Tapas

th

grade!

TEACHER PAGES............................................................3-5
Includes teacher instruction and a reproducible reward
certificate.

STUDENT PAGES...........................................................5-56
Print these pages (double sided recommended)
and give to STUDENTS in the last week of school.
They will complete these pages over the summer.
The student packet includes a motivation chart.
After completing a page (and having it checked
by an adult), they color in a “sun” picture. When
they complete all 50 pages, they return it to you
for a special treat.

PARENT/GUARDIAN PAGES......................................57-64
Print these pages and give to PARENTS/GUARDIANS
(optional). These pages include instructions,
answer keys, and tips for helping the student
with each page in the pack.

TEACHER
INSTRUCTIONS:
Avoid the summer slide! This product contains 50 days worth of
review/practice pages for your students to work on after they
leave your third grade classroom. Every activity is aligned to 3rd
grade learning targets with more practice on the skills that are
essential for success in 4th grade.

STEP 1: PRINT

Pages 5 through 56 are the student pages. Included are a cover
sheet, a motivation chart, and 50 work pages. The work pages
alternate between a math review and a language review.
Pages 57 through 64 are the parent/guardian pages. You may
give these pages directly to the parents rather than the students.
These pages include tips for helping the child understand the skill,
as well as some answer keys.

STEP 2: REWARD

Within the first few days of the new school year, your
past students will hopefully return their work pack or
motivation chart. They have been instructed to have an
adult check their work. There is an award certificate
included in this pack (page 5). You can choose
whatever reward you like. I will be letting those students
who finish join me for a special
lunch date. Other ideas might include a small prize
pack of goodies, a chance to read a story to your
current 3rd graders, or anything you know will be
exciting to your past students!

STEP 3: LEAVE FEEDBACK J
Let me know how this product worked for you and your students. I
would love to read your feedback on my Teachers Pay Teachers
page.
- Alyssha

Swanson, Teaching And Tapas
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25 MATH PRACTICE PAGES

25 ELA PRACTICE PAGES

with instructions, answer keys, and tips
for helping the student

You can find this product at:
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Teaching-And-Tapas

Check out my teaching BLOG for more tips and ideas:
www.TeachingAndTapas.com

If you have any questions, I would be happy
to help you right away. Just EMAIL at:
TeachingAndTapas@gmail.com

The purchase of this product entitles the purchaser to ONE license per
classroom unless additional licenses were purchased. Sharing,
redistributing, selling, or posting this resource (or any part thereof) is strictly
prohibited without the express permission of the author. Violations are
subject to penalties according to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
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